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- PAVILION
A piece of music is like a ride. A ride that is lead by the melody, passing through high
tones and low tones. The Music Pavillon indicates that ride due to its design as a
circulation. It gets its shape from the treble clef. The treble clef is a symbol for music,
that can be understood by all visitors. Therefore the new pavilion is a sight for
everybody.

The music pavilion is situated near the north-east end of the Serpentine in front of the
festival area. As a host of the information point and music themed installations, it
works well in that location as a transition from nature to music.

To keep the views in the nature unharmed and clean, the main part of the pavilion is
located underground. When the visitors enter, they are being led through the pavilion
by its structure and experience music and nature through architecture. In the
museum and the restaurant, trees from the surface are planted in roundly shaped
structures hanging from the ceiling. This imitates expanding sound waves and at the
same times offers a new way of experiencing nature.
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6 Ground floor
1  leisure and relaxation area
2  information point
3  restaurant / cafeteria
4  toilets

Lower floor
5  music lounge
6  exhibition area
7  small stage for performances
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